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THE BP HOMOLOGY OF //-SPACES1

BY

RICHARD KANE

Abstract. The BP homology of 1-connected //-spaces whose loop space is

torsion free is studied. It is shown that localizing in a suitable manner kills

all torsion in BPJ^X). Similar results are then obtained for the bordism of

X. Finally the ^-theory of X is shown to have no p torsion.

1. Introduction. By an //"-space we will mean a pointed topological space X

which has the homotopy type of a connected CW complex of finite type

together with a basepoint preserving map u: X x X -^ X with two sided

homotopy unit. In this paper we will study, for each prime p, the Brown-

Peterson homology, BP^(X), of X when (X, ju) is a 1-connected //-space and

H^(Q,X) has nop torsion. Here ÜX is the loop space of A" and //+( ) denotes

ordinary homology with Qp coefficients (QP are the integers localized at the

prime p). We will proceed by using this assumption on SIX to study

BPç(tiX) and then use a spectral sequence to reinterpret the results in terms

of BP^(X). This type of approach is not new. It has often been used in

ordinary homology (see [6], [9] or [16]). Pétrie demonstrated in [24] that it

could be used in bordism as well, at least for compact Lie groups. This paper

is motivated by [24] and uses many of its ideas. However, we will first state

our theorems before explaining just how our results and arguments are

related to Petrie's.

The Brown-Peterson homology BP^.(X) is a module over A = BP+tpt) =

Qp[vx, v2,... ] (deg vs = 2ps - 2). Thus, besides/? torsion, we can also talk

about vs torsion for s > 1. These torison submodules are interrelated. In

particular, letting v0= p and, for each s > 0, letting Ms be the vs torsion

submodule, we have the inclusions ... c Ms+X c Ms c • • • C M0 (see 3.2

of [15]. Our work is independent of the results of [15]. However, the work of

Johnson and Wilson certainly provides a useful perspective on this paper).

The bulk of this paper is devoted to showing that the torsion of BPm(X) is all

contained in Mx. We do this by showing that BP^(X) localized with respect
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to   ü,   is   torsion   free.   Let   A(l) = A(l/o,)   and   BPJJX;   A(l)) =

BPJiX) ®A A(l).

Theorem 1.1. BP^(X; A(l)) is torsion free.

In the process of proving 1.1 we also show that BPJ(X; A(l)) agrees, as a

A(l) module, with TorBP*ax<W>\A(\y, A(l)). For we prove 1.1 by studying

the algebra structure of BPJSIX; A(l)) and then passing to BPJ(X; A(l)) via
an Eilenberg-Moore type spectral sequence. It might be expected, in view of

[15], that 1.1 can be strengthened to assert that BPJ(X; A(l)) is A(l) free.

However, such is not the case. This generalization will be discussed in a

sequel.
We can also deduce results about the algebra structure of BPJ(X; A(l)).

Let Qm: Q(BPJßX; A(l)))-> P(BP*(X; A(l))) be the delooping map (see

§3).

Theorem 1.2.(a) BP+(X; A(l)) is a commutative (associative) if, and only if,

H+(X; Q) is commutative (associative).

(b) If H*(X; Q) is an exterior algebra then BPJ(X; A(l)) is generated as an

algebra by Image B„.

These results about BP homology can be used to deduce results about

complex bordism and .fif-theory. Recall that the bordism ring Ö = Mt/„(pt) ®

Qp is a free A module via a canonical inclusion (see [25]). This enables us to

define the ring ß(l) = ti(\/vx) and the homology theory MU¿X; ñ(l)) =

MUJ(X) ®ÖQ(1).

Theorem 1.3. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are true when BP+(X; A(l)) is replaced

by MU¿X; ß(l)).

Using 1.3 and the Conner-Floyd relation between bordism and AT-theory

(see [11] or [24]) we can then deduce the most striking of our results.

Theorem 1.4. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are true when BPJ(X; A(l)) is replaced

by KJiX) ®zQp.

As we mentioned above, our work is motivated by that of Pétrie in [24]. In

that paper he established results similar to 1.3 and 1.4 when A" is a 1-connec-

ted semisimple compact Lie group (prime to the exceptional groups E7 and E%

when/? = 2). His method was to study the algebra structure of MUJ$IX\ G)

and then pass to MU+(X; G). However, his results depended on the explicit

geometry of the Lie groups involved. For he used Bott's structure theorems

from [3] as well as the theory of characteristic classes. In this paper we work

purely from the homotopy theoretic point of view. We replace Bott's results

by our assumption on SIX. We then work in BP theory rather than in MU
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theory. First, BP^(X) is a direct summand of MU+(X) ® Qp which generates

MU^(X) ® Qp as an ß module. Thus no information about MU+(X) <8> Qp is

lost. More importantly, we are then able to use the operations from BP*(BP)

to study the algebra structure of 5P+(BAr; G). The use of these operations

constitutes the main innovation of this paper. They replace the use of

characteristic classes of Pétrie. We use these operations to show that the

algebra structure of BPfflX) reflects not merely the algebra structure of

H+(ÜX; Z/p) but also its structure as a Hopf algebra over the Steenrod

algebra.

Our theorems are also related to other results from finite //-space theory.

The hypothesis that H¿(SiX) is torsion free is conjectured to be true whenever

(X, u) is a 1-connected mod/? finite //-space. It has been established for/?

odd (see [21]). That the Zf-theory of X, K+(X) ® Qp, is torsion free is also a

standard conjecture for 1-connected mod/? finite //-spaces. Again this is

known to be true when /? is odd (see [21]). Thus our arguments tie these

results together and, furthermore, show that the relations do not depend on

the finiteness of the spaces involved. The fact that proving KJ(X) ® Q2 is

torsion free reduces to showing that //„(ßA") is torsion free (Q2 coefficients)

may be important when X is mod 2 finite. For there are techniques to show

that Hm(iïX) is torsion free (see [16]) while the approach used in [21] to show

K+(X) ® Qp is torsion free for p odd runs into difficulties when /? = 2. We

will discuss the relation of our method to that of Lin's in a sequel to this

paper.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In §2 we discuss BP homology

and cohomology. In §3 we discuss an Eilenberg-Moore type spectral sequence

which relates BP*(QX; G) to BP*(X; G). In §4 we discuss the structure of

//„(ßA-; Z/p) as a Hopf algebra over the Steenrod algebra. These results are

then used in §§5 and 6 to discuss the structure of BP+(QX). In §7 we prove

Theorem 1.1 by using the results of §§5 and 6 plus the spectral sequence from

§3. In §7 we prove Theorems 1.2-1.4.

We will work with the following conventions. All spaces are assumed to

have the homotopy type of a connected CW complex of finite type. All spaces

have basepoints and all maps preserve basepoints. The basic ideas of

generalized homology and cohomology theory (see [2]) will be assumed. The

basics of Hopf algebra theory (see [23]) will also be assumed. We will use the

symbols P and Q in a functorial manner to denote primitives and indé-

composables, respectively. Given a set X we will use the symbols E(X), T(X),

and F(X) to denote the exterior, divided polynomial, and polynomial

algebras, generated by the set X over the ring F. All tensor products are over

Z unless otherwise indicated. We will be using the same symbol to denote an

element and its image in a quotient module.
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I would like to thank Jim Stasheff for reading and criticizing an earlier

version of this paper.

2. BP homology and cohomology. In this section we discuss BP homology

and cohomology. For the purposes of this section A' will be an arbitrary

connected CW complex. For any such X, BP^(X), the BP homology of X, is

a canonical direct summand of MU*(X) ® Qp and BP*(X), the BP

cohomology of X, is a canonical direct summand of MU*(X) ® Qp (see [25]).

We can regard BP*(X) as a A module via the identities

BP'(pt) = BP_i(pt). (2.1)

Thus  A will be considered as negatively graded when we deal with cohomology.

Coefficients other than A = BP+ can be introduced into BP homology and

cohomology. We will use the coefficients

Ap » A ® Z/p - Z/p[vx, v2,... ],       A„(l) = Ap(\/vx),

A0 = A®Q=Q[vx,v2,... ],       A0(l) - A0(l/t),).

These coefficients are introduced into BP theory by modifying the BP

spectrum (see [2]). However, the various theories can then be shown to be

interrelated in the following manner:

(¿)BP¿X; A(l)) = BP¿X) ®AA(1),

(b)2?P+(A-; A„(l)) = BP¿X; Ap) ®^Ap(\),

(c) BP¿X; Ao(l)) = BP¿X; A0) ®hA0(\),

(á)BP¿X;A0) = BP¿X)®Q,
(e) BP¿X; A0(l)) = BP¿X; A(l)) ® Q,

(f) BP¿X; Ao) = H¿X; Q) ®QA0

(for (a), (b), (c), at least in the analogous case of MU%(X), see §2 of [24]; (d)

and (e) follow by similar arguments; for (f) see [19]). Thus we could use 2.2 to

define all the theories except BP^(X; Ap) (and it is just BP*(X) with mod/?

coefficients).

Let //*(Ar) and H*(X) denote ordinary homology and cohomology with Qp

coefficients. The BP homology and cohomology are related to ordinary

homology and cohomology by the following commutative diagrams:

BP,(X)        ^ H¿X) BP*(X) I* H*(X)

Ip ip ip lp

BP¿X;Ap)      I*     H¿X;Z/p)     BP*(X; Ap)      i     H*(X;Z/p)   (2.3)

The maps are all induced by canonical maps between the spectra representing

the various theories. The vertical maps are reduction mod/? while the hori-

zontal maps are the Thom maps (see [26]). We use the symbols T and p for
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more than one map since it will be clear from the context which specific map

is meant. The maps respect the pairings between homology and cohomology

for the various theories. That is, we have identities of the form T(x, v> =

(T(x), T(y)} and p(x, v> = (p(x), p(y)}.

We define nitrations {Fq) on BP+(X; G) and BP*(X; G) for G = A or A,

as follows. Filter A by the rule Fq(A) - 2/>2ço,-i)A'. This filtration then

induces filtrations [Fq] on the A modules BpJ(X) and BP*(X). The

filtrations on Ap, BP*(X; Ap), and BP*(X; Ap) are obtained in a similar way.

As before, we are using the symbol {Fq) in an ambiguous manner.

If Ht(X) is torsion free then the Atiyah-Hirzebruch-Whitehead spectral

sequence converging from H+(X; A) to BP+(X) collapses (see 2.7 of [12]).

This collapse implies that BP^(X) is a free A module. Thus BP^X; G) is a

free G module for all G. Also the homology maps p and T from 2.3 will be

surjective. When we turn to BP*(X) the situation is more complicated

because of the possible existence of "phantom" elements in BP*(X). These

are nonzero elements of BP*(X) which map to zero in BP*(X") for all n (Xn

is the wth skeleton). However, modulo these elements, our results for BPt(X)

go through for BP*(X) as well (see 2.6 of [12] for the collapse of the AHW

spectral sequence). In particular, modulo the phantom elements, BP*(X; G)

and BP*(X; G) will be dual G modules for G = A or A^. Of course, the

duality is in the sense of 2.1. Thus BP^X; G) is connected and locally finite

while BP*(X; G) need not be either. Finally, we might also add that all our

dealings with BP*(X; G) could be stated in terms of BP*(X; G) mod F„ for

some n > 1, and in such a situation all difficulties with BP*(X; G) disappear.

The algebra BP*(BP) of Brown-Peterson cohomology operations has been

determined by Quillen in [25]. It is generated as a A module (provided we

allow infinite sums) by elements {rs} where S = (sx, s2, . . . ) ranges through

all sequences of nonnegative integers with only finitely many nonzero terms.

The element rs is of dimension |S| = 22s,(/?' - 1) (see [26] also for details).

When BP*(BP) and BP^(X) are interpreted as homotopy classes of maps

between spectra then there is a natural left action of BP*(BP) on BPJ^X).

There is a natural left action of the Steenrod algebra A *(p) on Ht(X; Z/p)

obtained in the same way. It is related to the usual left action of A *(p) on

H*(X; Z/p) via the rule

(x(0)x,y) = (-\)Ml\x,9y},

where x E H*(X; Z/p),y E Ht(X; Z/p), 9 E A*(p), and x is the canonical

antiautomorphism on A *(p) (see §3 of [1] for details on all of the above). For

any sequence S = (sx, s2, . ..) of nonnegative integers with only finitely

many nonzero terms, we can define the Milnor element ty8 in A*(p) as in

[22]. For any such S1 we have the relation
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BP¿X) ^ BP¿X)

Ipt Ipt
xi?*)

H.(X;Z/p)       -*      H,(X;Z/p) (2.4)

This is another formulation of Lemma 3.7 of [26]. Zahler's result can be

translated into 2.4 by using Proposition 2 from §3 of [1].

The algebra BP*(BP) acts on A and H+(BP). They are both polynomial

algebras:

HJ(BP) = Qp[mx, m2,...]   where \ms\ = 2ps - 2,

A = Qp[vx, ©j,... ]   where |o,| = 2p' - 2. (2.5)

The Hurewicz homomorphism h: A -* HJ(BP) is a monomorphism.

Considering A as a subring of H+(BP) we have the identities

«„ = Pmn -    S   ^'_sms (2.6)
0<s<n

(see [13]). In particular, h is an isomorphism when we tensor with Q. The

morphism h respects the action of BP*(BP). The action of BP*(BP) on A

and H+(BP) is nontrivial. For any sequence R = (r,, r2,... ) of nonnegative

integers with only finitely many nonzero terms, let m(R) = m['m22... mrrm.

Let \R\ = 22/iO?'- 1).

>s(>"(*)) = [o    \iS=£Rmd\S\>\R\; (2J)

rx(vx)=p. (2.8)

For 2.7 see [26]. For 2.8 we use 2.6 and 2.7.

3. A spectral sequence. In this section we discuss an Eilenberg-Moore type

spectral sequence which relates the BP homology of ßA" to that of X. The

spectral sequence arises from the fact that X has the same homotopy type as

Bax, the classifying space of ßA'. The space Bax is filtered by an increasing

sequence {Bn), where B„ is the « fold projective space of ßA". This induces a

filtration of BP„(Bax; G) and, hence, a spectral sequence (Er) such that:

(Er) is a first and fourth quadrant spectral sequence with

differentials of bidegree (—r, r — 1); (3.1)

E2 = ToTBP*(ax- G)(G; G). In particular, the 1-stem (the elements with

external degree 1) can be identified with Q (5P<t(ßAr; G)); (3.2)

2?« = E°(BP¿X; G)). (3.3)

The question of introducing an algebra structure into the spectral sequence
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is more involved. However, we will only use an algebra structure in a special

case. Namely, E2 will be an exterior algebra generated by the elements in the

1-stem. Then the spectral sequence collapses and we can identify the algebra

structure of E2 with that of Em.
The delooping map is related to this spectral sequence. To define the

delooping map let s : SßA" -» X be the adjoint to the identity map ßA" -» ÛX.

It induces a map ß„: BP^(QX; G) -» BP*(X; G) of degree +1. The map

annihilates decomposables since it factors through BP+ÇOSIX; G). Further, it

takes values in the primitives of BPJ(X; G). To see this, observe that we have

a commutative diagram

(SA),

-BP„(ßA-; G)       -»      BP,(Q(X X X); G)

BP*(X; G)        -+ BP^X X X; G)

where A is the diagonal map. For any x E BPJÇlX; G), (ßA)(;c) = (BA),(jc)
— jc®1 — l®xisa finite sum of decomposables in BP+(Sl(X X X); G).

Thus (ßA)(x) is annihilated by ß*. Hence ß„ induces a map

O,: Q(BP¿QX; G))^P(BP,(X; G)).

This delooping map can be reinterpreted in terms of the spectral sequence.

We can identify Q(BP¿QX; G)) with the 1-stem of E2 by 3.2. These

elements are all permanent cycles in the spectral sequence. We can identify

Image ß+ with the image of these elements in Eœ.

As a reference for this spectral sequence see [24]. Further references are

given there.

4. The structure of HJßX; Z/p). In this section (A", ¡Î) is a 1-connected

//-space and //+(ßAr) is torsion free. We will study the structure of Hm($lX;

Z/p) and H*(ÜX; Z/p) as Hopf algebras over the Steenrod algebra. In

particular, they are bicommutative, biassociative Hopf algebras and dual to

each other.

Lemma 4.1. If x E HJßX; Z/p) is of finite height then xp - 0.

For a proof of this lemma, see 4.2 of [16]. It then follows that

Proposition 4.2. HJßX; Z/p) contains a sub-Hopf algebra T over the

Steenrod algebra such that:

(i)xp = 0forallx E T;

(ii) H^(QX; Z/p) is isomorphic, as an algebra, to T ® P, where P is a

polynomial algebra.

Proof. Let / = [x E Ht(QX; Z/p)\x" - 0}. Then / is a Hopf ideal of
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Hm(ÜX; Z/p) over the Steenrod algebra. It is obviously an ideal. It is a Hopf

ideal by formula (*) in (4.2) of [16]. It is invariant under the action of the

Steenrod algebra by 3.4 of [16]. Let P - HJßX; Z/p)/1. Dualizing, P* is a

sub-Hopf algebra of H*(QX; Z/p) over the Steenrod algebra. Let T* =

H*(ÜX; Z/p)//P*. Finally, let T = T**. Properties (i) and (ii) follow from

4.4 of [22].       Q.E.D.
For the rest of this section we will study T and its dual T*. Since T is

commutative, associative, and has only trivial /?th powers, it follows that T* is

primitively generated (see 4.23 of [23]). Further, by the proof of 4.2, T* is the

quotient Hopf algebra //*(ßAr; Z/p)//P* and inherits a Steenrod module

structure from H*(ßX; Z/p). We can use these facts to prove

Lemma 4.3. Q2"(T*) = 0 unless n = 1 mod/?.

Proof. We use the theory of secondary operations as outlined in §3 of [18].

The required secondary operations are defined on an element x E T* by

picking a representative of x from H*(ßX; Z/p) and defining the secondary

operation on this representative. The projection H*(ÜX; Z/p) -» T* enables

one to assume that the secondary operation takes values in T*. Except in one

case which we will mention, the fact that the Bockstein ßp acts trivially on

H*(ÜX; Z/p) ensures that the required operations are always defined on the

repesentatives in H*(ßX; Z/p).

For /? odd we use the arguments from [18]. Thus we use the secondary

operations associated with the Adem relations

(Qs are the Milnor elements from the Steenrod algebra (see [22]), while the

function y(s) is defined by y(0) = 0 and y (s) = 2/I0P' for s > °)- Since T*

is primatively generated, the arguments from [18] simplify considerably in the

present case.

For /? = 2 we use arguments analogous to those in [18]. We first use the

secondary operation <J>, associated with the Adem relation

Sq'Sq4" - Sq4"Sq' + Sq2Sq4n-'

(a, = Sq4", a2 = Sq2, bx = Sq1, b2 = Sq4"-1) to deduce that

Q4"(T*) = Sq2ß4"-2(r*)   for all« > 1. (*)

In particular, Q4(T*) = C. We then use the operation 4>2 associated with the

Adem relation

Sq'Sq4" = Sq^Sq1 + Sq2Sq1Sq2Sq4("-1)

(a, = Sq4", a2 = Sq2Sq', Z?, = Sq1, b2 = Sq2Sq4(n-°) to deduce that

QAn(T*) = 0   for« > 1.
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In this case, however, it is not automatic that <$>2 is defined. We must be sure

that there exist representatives on which b2 = Sq2Sq4(n~1) acts trivially. Now

any element of Q4"(T*) has a primitive representative in H*(ilX; Z/p). For,

by the dual of 4.2(h), //*(ßAr; Z/p) is isomorphic, as a coalgebra, to

T* ® P*. But b2 acts trivially on any primitive element x E H4n(tiX; Z/p).

For, by 4.21 of [23], b2(x) E H*n~\üX; Z/p) is either nondecomposable or a

perfect square. But b2(x) cannot be nondecomposable because of (*) and the

relation Sq2Sq2 = Sq'Sq2Sq'. And b2(x) = y2 is not possible since y2 =

Sq'Sq4"-2^).    Q.E.D.

Remark. An argument analogous to the above for /? = 2 appears in [20]

(see, in particular, 8.3 of [20]).

Now, since T* is primitively generated, it is isomorphic, as a Hopf algebra,

to a tensor product 7^ ® Tq, where T* is generated by primitive elements of

even dimension and 7£ is generated by primitive elements of odd dimension

(see 7.16 of [23]). Write 77 = <8>ies4r> where each As is generated by a single

as of even dimension. For each as let hs be defined by the rule that/?A' = the

height of as in T* (hs = oo if height = oo).

By dualizing 4.2(h) we have that H*(ßX; Z/p) is isomorphic, as a coal-

gebra, to T* ® P*. Under this (nonunique) isomorphism we can consider T*

as lying in H*(QX; Z/p). We will do so for the rest of this section.

For each as let bs = <$pn (as) where \as\ = 2pn + 2. Then a? = 9\bs). Let

A = {ap'\s ES,0<t< hs},

A + = A u {af'\hs is finite},

B = {bf'\s E S,0 < t < hs).The elements of A, A +, B are related as
follows.

Lemma 4.4. (i) <$p,+'n (ap) = bf' for t > 0.

(ii) 9'\bf') - af for t > 0.

Proof. By induction on t using the Cartan formula. The case t = 0 is true

by definition.      Q.E.D.

Lemma 4.5. A+ is a linearly independent set.

Proof. We need only show A+ — A is linearly independent since any

relation of linear dependence involving elements from A would project to one

in T* via the quotient map H*(QX; Z/p) -» T*. So, suppose that we have a

linear combination x = 2A,a/ ' among the elements of A+ — A with

nontrivial coefficients. We wish to show that x =£ 0. Now v = "ZXsap ' =£ 0

since A is linearly independent. By 3.11 of [7] y has 1-implication. By 4.2(i)

and the remark which follows 3.11 of [7], the only possibility is that x = yp ¥=

0.      Q.E.D.

Lemma 4.6. B is a linearly independent set.
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Proof. This follows from 4.4(h) and 4.5.      Q.E.D.
The nonzero monomials in the elements {as} u {generators of 7^} deter-

mine a basis of T*. With respect to this basis let xs(t) be the element in T

which is dual to ap'. Let

X, = {xs(t)\' ES,0<t< hs},

X2 = polynomial generators for P,

X3 = exterior algebra generators of T. Then 4.2(h) can be rewritten as

Proposition 4.7. HJßX; Z/p) is isomorphic, as an algebra, to Z/p\xx]/I

® Z/p[x2] ® Elfo], where I is the ideal generated by [xp\x E X\}-

The last few results are true for any choice of the imbedding T* -» H*(ilX;

Z/p). We now make a particular choice of the imbedding so as to ensure

that another property will hold. By taking all nonzero monomials in the

elements of x = Xi U X2 U X3 we nave a Dasis 0I" HJÍÜX; Z/p). For this

basis we want to assume

Lemma 4.8. For 1 <«</?- 1 the dual of xs(t)" is ap" (up to a unit in

Z/p).

Proof. The lemma is true for the duality between T and T* since

T* = (®AS) ® T* as a Hopf algebra. Thus, to show that the lemma is true

for the duality between H^(SIX; Z/p) and //*(ßA"; Z/p), we must show that,

when T* is considered as lying in H*($IX; Z/p), then

aj ET*   for0< t <ph>. (*)

So make a particular choice for the isomorphism 4.2(h) and, hence, of the

isomorphism H*(tiX; Z/p) s¿ T* ® P*. This determines the elements {as} in

H*(QX; Z/p). Let U = {a¡\s E S, 0 < / < pK). Pick a set of polynomial

generators of P c HJßX; Z/p). These generators are zero when evaluated

on {Oj}, but they may be nonzero when evaluated on other elements of U.

However, we can rewrite the polynomial generators (using elements of T) to

ensure that they are zero when evaluated on U. Then, by induction on

dimension, all elements in the ideal of H^(ÜX; Z/p) generated by these new

generators are zero when evaluated on U. For, given x,y E HJfàX; Z/p)

and a's E U, we have the identities

(aj, xy) = {a', (ßu),(x ® y)} = <(ß/i)*«)> x ®y).

Now, this new choice of polynomial generators for H+(ÇIX; Z/p) amounts to

a new choice of the isomorphism 4.2(h) and, hence, of the isomorphism

H*(Q,X; Z/p) = T* ® P*. But the elements {as} determined by this new

isomorphism remain the same. For there is a duality between Q(H+(QX;

Z/p)) and P(//*(ßAr; Z/p)) (see 3.10 of [23]), and the rewriting of the

polynomial generators only involved elements which are zero when evaluated
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on P(H*(QX; Z/p)). Thus (*) is now satisfied.      Q.E.D.

5. The structure of BP^(QX). In this section we use the results of §4 to

study the Hopf algebra structure of BP^SIX). Again (A", u) is a 1-connected

//-space and H+(QX) is torsion free. We have the surjective maps

BP,(QX) ?»BP,(QX; Ap) i//,(ßA~; Z/p).

In fact,

ÄP^ßA"; Ap) = ÄP^ßA") ® Z/p

and

H,(QX; Z/p) = BP.(QX; Ap) ®Ap Z/p.

Let X = Xi U X2 U X3 = {X¡} De a set of representatives in BPm(tlX) for the

elements x = Xi U X2 U X3 = {*/} m //*(ßA"; Z/p). Here A, denotes the

representative of x¡. We will use Xs(t) to denote the representative of xs(t).

Let D be the set of nonzero monomials in the elements of x of weight > 2

which do not include the/?th power of any element from x.i- Thus x U D is a

A basis of BP+(QX). In fact it follows from 4.7 that

Proposition 5.1. BP^tiX) is isomorphic, as an algebra, to A[x\/J, where J

is the ideal generated by {RX\X G Xi} and each Rx is of the form

** = *'-SMC-2«,4
for some A, E%djED and A,, coj E A.

(Therefore, J defines the relations by which monomials in x involving /?th

powers of elements from Xi can be written in terms of X U D.) Thus 5.1

demonstrates how the algebra structure of -ÖP^ßA") reflects the algebra

structure of //„(fiX"; Z/p). We now show that the algebra structure of

BP„(SIX) actually reflects the structure of H^(2X; Z/p) as a Hopf algebra

over the Steenrod algebra.

For n > 2 define the map

(ßA)n: 5P«(ßA") -h> ¿) BP^X)
1 = 1

by the recursive formula that

(ßA)2= the reduced multiplication ( ßA )^

defined in §3 and

(ßA)n= ((ßA)n_, ® 1)( ßÄ)„   for n > 2.

We can define (ßA)„ for the cases H,(QX), //+(ßX; Z/p) and BP^tiX; Ap)

in a similar manner. Proposition 5.1 holds for any choice of representatives x-
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If we make a more particular choice then we can assume

Proposition 5.2. Let X E X\ such that \X\ = 2 (mod 2/?). Then there exists

Y E BP^ÜX) such that:

(i) (ÜA)p(Y) = X ® ■ ■ • ®X (mod Fx);
(ii) Rx = pY — vxrx(Y) + vxd (mod FJ where d is decomposable.

Proof. In Part I we will produce Y, while in Parts II and III we will show

that Y satisfies the required properties.

(I) X = Xs(t) for some s and t. Thus X is an arbitrary representative (via

the map Tp) of xs(t) E //„(BX; Z/p) and, by diagram 2.3, we can determine

X by first choosing x E //„.(BX) such that p(x) = xs(t) and, then, choosing

any X E BP^(SIX) such that T(X) = x. But we claim that we can choose x

such that it is primitive. First of all, xs(t) is primitive. For, since \xs(t)\ = 2

mod 2/?, it follows that t = 0. Then the Hopf algebra decomposition (®AS)

® T* of T* gives rise to a dual Hopf algebra decomposition of T showing

that each xs(0) is primitive. Secondly, by 2.6 of [17], if n ^ 0 mod 2/? then

P(H„(X; Z/p)) = P(Hn(QX))®Z/p. Thus xjj) has a primitive repre-

sentative x in //„(BX).

Now p(xp) = xs(ty = 0. Define y E //„(BX) by y = xp/p. Then y

satisfies

(a) (BA)„( v) = x ® • • • ® x,

(b)x"=py.
Finally, pick Y E 5P*(BX) such that T(Y) = y.

(II) (i) follows from Part 1(a).

(III) For (ii) we first observe that Part 1(b) implies that

(c) Xp = pY + vxZ (mod FJ for some Z G 5P„(BX) (possibly zero).

Thus, in Q(BP^(2X)),pY + vxZ s 0 (mod F2). Taking the image under the

Quillen operation r, and using the fact that rx(vx) = /? and rx(FJ c Fx, it

follows that, in Q(BP^X)),

(d)prx(Y) + pZ = 0 (mod Fx).
Taking the image of (d) under Q(T): <2(£P*(ßX)) --> ö(//„(ßX)) and using

the fact that Q(H2„(Q,X)) is torsion free if n = 1 (mod/?) (see 2.2 of [17]), we

deduce that, in g (//„(BX)),

(e) Trx(Y) + T(Z) = 0.
Thus, in Q(BP^X)), rx(Y) + Z = 0 (mod Fx). And, in BPJÇIX),

(f) Z = - rx(Y) + d (mod Fx).
The required property of Y now follows by combining (c) and (f).       Q.E.D.

Remark. The relation of 5.2 to the Steenrod module structure of //#(BX;

Z/p) arises from 2.4. This connection plays an important role in the proof of

6.2.
Pick representatives {As} and {Bs) in 5P*(BX) for the elements (as) and
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{bs} in P(//*(BX; Z/p)). Moreover, pick the elements [Bs] so that

(Bs, D > = 0   for each Bs. (5.3)

These elements, as well as property 5.3, will be used in the next section when

we study BP+(ttX; Ap).

6. The structure of BPJßX; Ap). This section is a continuation of §5. In

this section we reduce mod/? and study .SP^ßA"; Ap) - BP^(ÜX) ® Z/p.

Again (X, jn) is a 1-connected //-space and HJÜX) is torsion free. We will

use the same symbols to denote both elements in BPfflX) and their images

in BP^(2X; Ap). Thus all the elements defined in §5 can now be considered

as lying in BP,(QX; Ap). Further, the properties proved in §5 are still valid.

In particular,

Proposition 6.1. BP^tiX; Ap) is isomorphic, as an algebra, to A[x]/J,

where x and J are as in 5.1.

The rest of this section will be devoted to proving a technical result about

BPJtiX; Ap). This will be a key result for the proof of Theorem 1.1. We will
show

Proposition 6.2. If d is a monomial of weight > 2 in the elements of x and

(Bp\ d} 2É 0 (mod Fp,+,), then d = Xs(ty. Further,

(Bp\ Xs (t)") = vp   (up to a unit in Z/p).

We first show that it suffices to prove 6.2 for the case r = 0. The map Bu:

ß(X x X)^> BX induces the reduced comultiplication map

B7 : BP*(tiX; Ap) -+ BP*(ti(X X X); Ap)

defined as in §3. For any n > 1 we can identify BP*(Ü(X X X); Ap)

(mod Fn) with 5P*(BX; A„) ® 5P*(BX; Ap) (mod F„). If 6.2 is true for
/ = 0, then, by 4.8, we have, up to a unit in Z/p, the identity

ß£(*,) = »i2  -j-(fW-'®4   (mod/-2).
i=i  P v ' '

But B/¡(x/') = [Bjü(x)]'' for any x E 5P,(B.Y; Ap). Thus, for any t > 0,

QM(*/')=»f2 jay?*-0 ®ash ^àFP,+x).

And, by 4.8, this is equivalent to 6.2.

Secondly, we prove 6.2 for the case t = 0. We will use

Lemma 6.3. If d G BPJÇIX) is decomposable then <ßs, d} = 0 (mod Fx).

Proof. We have the identities T(BS, d) = <,T(BS), T(d)) = 0, the last
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inequality following from the fact that bs = T(BJ is primitive while T(d) is

decomposable.      Q.E.D.
We use this lemma to prove

Lemma 6.4. If d is a monomial of weight > 2 in the elments of x and

(Bs, d} 2£ 0 (mod FJ, then d = Xp for some X E xi-

Proof, (i) We can find X G xi such that Xp is a factor in d. For, otherwise,

d G D, which contradicts 5.3. Hence d = XPY for some Y.

(ii) We show y is a unit in Z/p. By 6.1, XP = Y.\X¡ + 2«4- Hence

d - XpY - 2 \*tY + 2 »,4 y. (•)
If Y is not a unit then, by 6.3,

(Bs, XJ) = (Bs, djY) = 0 (mod Fx )

for all i,j. Thus

<BS, \X,Y) = \<*„ *,y> b 0 (mod F2)

and

(5,, o^y) = «/*„ 4-y> = 0   (mod F2).

But (*) then imphes that </?,, i/> = 0 (mod FJ, contradicting our hypothe-

sis.       Q.E.D.
We can now finish the proof of 6.2 for the case t = 0. By 6.4 we are left

with eliminating the possibility that d — Xp, where X E £„ but X =£ Xs(0),

and then showing that </?,, A^Oy) = vx. For dimension reasons we can

eliminate all X except those having the same dimension as A"f(0). In particu-

lar, |X| b 2 (mod 2/?). Given such an A" let Y be as in 5.2. Let y = pT(Y) be

its image in //#(BX; Z/p). We have the following sequence of (mod FJ

identities:

(Bs, X" > b (Bs, vxrx(Y)) + (Bs, vxd)   (by 5.2)

= vx(Bs,rx(Y))   (by 6.3)

= vx(T(Bs),Trx(Y))

= vx{bs,<$Xy))    (by 2.4)

= vx(<$\bs),y)

= vx(ap,y)    (by 4.4).

But 5.2(i) implies that (BA)^) = xs(0) ® ■ • • ® ^(0) in  ®f_,//+(BX;
Z/p). Thus (a/,^) ^ 0 if, and only if, X = A^O). This establishes 6.2.

7. Proof of Theorem 1.1. In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. We will

divide our proof into four parts. In the first part we reduce the proof of 1.1 to

that of a technical result. The last three parts then prove this result.
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Part I. Reduction of the proof. We begin our reductions with

Reduction A. It suffices to show that Tor = ToTBP*'-ax- A(1))(A(1); A(l)) has

no/? torsion.

To verify Reduction A observe, first of all, that Tor having no p torsion

implies that the spectral sequence from §3 converging from Tor to BP^(X;

A(l)) collapses. For it is well known (see, for example, §3 of [17]) that the

Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence converging from Tor"**0*' Q\Q; Q) to

//*(Ar; Q) collapses. Hence, by 2.2(c) and (f), the spectral sequence conver-

ging from Tor ® Q = Tor"^"^'»^!); A0(l)) to BP.(X; Aq(1)) collap-

ses. But if Tor has no /? torsion then there is an imbedding Tor -> Tor ® Q

and, hence, the spectral sequence converging from Tor to BP+(X; A(l)) also

collapses.

Secondly, it follows that BPm(X; A(l)) (= Tor as a A(l) module) has nop

torsion. Hence, by 2.2(e), there is an imbedding .BP^A"; A(l)) -» BPJ(X;

Ao(l)). Thus, BP¿X; A(l)) is torsion free. For, by 2.2(c) and (f), ÄP*(A";

Aq(1)) is torsion free (indeed it is a free Af/l) module).

Before making further reductions in the proof of 1.1 we examine Tor.

Observe that 5.1 holds when BP,(QX) is replaced by BPJßX; A(l)) =
ÄP„(ßX) ® A A(l). This implies

Lemma 7.1. For G = A or A(l) Tor^'^^G; G) is isomorphic, as an

algebra, to the homology of the complex K ® L® M where

K -   ® r('(*)),      t(X) has bidegree (2, 2p\X\),
*ex>

L=     <g>     E(s(X)),      s(X) has bidegree (I, \X\),
xeX\ux2

M =   ® r(5(A-)),      s(X) has bidegree (1, |A-|),
*exa

and the differential d acts by the rule

ds(X) = 0,   dy¡(s(X)) = 0,   dyi(t(X)) = Qxyi.l(s(X)),

where Qx is determined from Rx of 5.1 by the rule Qx = Yf\s(XJ.

For details as to how 7.1 follows from 5.1, at least in the analogous case of

MUJ(X), see §§3 and 8 of [24].
By 7.1, K ® L and M are differential sub-Hopf algebras of K ® L ® M

and H(K ® L ® M) = H(K ® L) ® H(M). Furthermore, H(M)= M is

torsion free. Thus to show Tor has nop torsion we need only show H(K ®

L) has no /? torsion (when G = A(l)). For each n > 1 define sub-Hopf

algebras Kn and L„ of K and L by the rule
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K„ = ®T(t(X)),      t(X) has internal degree < n,

L„ — ®E(s(X)),      s(X) has internal degree < «.

Then, by 7.1, K„® L„ is a differential sub-Hopf algebra of K ® L and

H(K®L) = \imn_xH(Kn ® L„). Thus to show H(K® L) is p torsion free

it suffices to show H(Kn ® Ln) is/? torsion free for each n.

The point in looking at K„ ® Ln is that we can now use a Bockstein

spectral sequence to study /? torsion. For there is no possibility of divisible

elements occuring in H(Kn ® L„) to destroy the effectiveness of the

Bockstein spectral sequence. As usual the spectral sequence {Br)r>x is

induced from the exact couple

H(Kn ® Ln)---> H(Kn ® Ln)

/

H(Kn ®Ln® Z/p)

where A is multiplication by/? and p is reduction mod/?. We now have our

second reduction

Reduction B. It suffices to show that Bx = H(K„® L„® Z/p) is an

exterior algebra generated by elements with external degree 1.

For we wish to show that the spectral sequence collapses or, in other words

that p is surjective. Now p is an algebra map and, by 7.1, the elements in

H(Kn ® L„® Z/p) with extend degree 1 lie in the image of p. Thus if these

elements generate H(K„ ® L„® Z/p) as an algebra then p is surjective.

For each element in K„ ® L„ we will use the same symbol to denote its

image in K„® L„® Z/p. Then, our third reduction is

Reduction C. It suffices to show that the elements {Qx} of dimension < n

represent part of a Ap(l) basis of Q(L„ ® Z/p).

For it would then follow that Kn® L„® Z/p is isomorphic, as a

differential algebra, to a tensor product ®A¡ where each A¡ is of the form

A; - E(a), da = 0, or A¡ - T(b) ® E(a), dy¡(b) = ay¡_x(b). Since the second

type has trivial homology it follows that H(K„ ® Ln ® Z/p) = ®H(A¡) is

an exterior algebra of the required type.

We have now reached the technical result which we wish to prove.

However, rather than working with K„® L„® Z/p, we will assume for the

rest of this section that

X3 = <> and x = Xi U X2 is Imite (7-2)

and work with K ® L® Z/p. The result to be proved now becomes

Lemma 7.3. { Qx) represents part of a A^l) basis of Q(L® Z/p).
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Our proof of 7.3 using 7.2 translates directly into a proof that the {Qx} of

dimension < n represent part of a basis of Q(Ln ®Z/p). However, the

argument is more complicated to express. To see this consider the following

result.

Lemma 7.4. For G = Ap or A/l), J0TBP*^X- G\G; G) is isomorphic, as an

algebra, to the homology of K ® L® Z/p where K and L are as in 7.1.

This follows from 6.1 and 7.2. (See §§3 and 8 of [24] for details.) If we did

not assume 7.2 then we would have that

TorW,(B*;G)(G; G) = H(K®L®M® Z/p)

and H(K„ ® L„® Z/p) would only be a submodule of Totbp*(S1x' G)(G; G).

It is this fact which would complicate the exposition of our proof.

The next three parts are devoted to showing that {Qx} is part of a basis of

Q(L® Z/p). Our method is to produce a specific basis V of Q(L® Z/p)

and then modify it to include the elements {Qx}. In Part II we produce the

basis V. In Part III we prove some properties of V. In Part IV we show that V

can be modified in the appropriate manner.

Part II. 772i? basis V of Q (L). We need only obtain a basis for Q (L ® Z/p)

when G — Ap since the case G = Ap(l) is obtained by tensoring by Ap(\)

over Ap. Therefore, throughout Part II, we will work with A^ coefficients. Our

reason for reducing to the case G = Ap is that there exist surjective maps

Q(L® Z/p) I»Q(BP,(QX; Ap))Ci?Q(//»(BX; Z/p)).       (7.5)

The map y is obtained from the fact that, by 3.2, <2 (.ÖP^BX; Ap)) can be

identified with the 1-stem of TorBP*(aX;Ai,)(Ap; Ap) which in turn, by 7.4, can

be identified with Q(L ® Z/p)/N, where N is the Ap module generated by

{Qx}- (Here, as for the rest of this section, we do not distinguish between an

element and its image in a quotient module.) Under the composite Q(T) ° y

the Ap basis {sX|X G x) of Q(L ® Z/p) is mapped to a Z/p basis, x> of

g(//+(BX; Z/p)). Hence basis elements of Q(L ® Z/p) can be put into 1-1

correspondence with those of Q (Z/*(BX; Z/p)). Further, if a set V c Q (L

® Z/p) projects, via Q(T) ° y, to a Z/p basis of Q(HJtiX; Z/p)), then V

must be a A^, basis of Q (L ® Z/p). We will now produce such a V.

We define a A^ linear map

s:BP¿ÜX;Ap)^Q(L®Z/p)

by the rule that if Y — 2a,X, + 2co,í^ is the expansion of Y in terms of the

basis x U D (see §6), then sY = 2a,.sA/. There exists a commutative diagram
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Q(L ® Z/p)

BP*(SIX; Ap)-^—> Q(BP*(SIX; Ap))

where q is the Standard quotient map. Thus to produce Fc Q(L® Z/p)

with the desired projection property we need only produce a subset of

5P»(BA'; A,,) which projects to a basis of Q(HJ$tX; Z/p)) via the map

Q{T)q.
Expand B of 4.6 to a basis C of P(//*(BAr; Z/p)). Let Ê be a set of

representatives in BP*(ßX; A.) for B where, for 0 < t < hs, bp' is represen-

ted by Bf with Bs chosen to satisfy 5.3 (these restrictions on B will not be

used until Part III). Expand B to a set of representatives C for C. Let \p be a

set of elements in J5P„,(BX; A^,) which have a Kronecker pairing with the

elements of C. That is, C = {C¡} and \p = { Y¡] are indexed by the same set /

and, for any ij E I, we have the relation

< C¡, Yj > = fy   (the Kronecker delta).

Since C projects via T to a basis of P(H*(QX; Z/p)), it follows from the

duality between P(Z/*(BAT; Z/p)) and Q(//,(BX; Z//?)) (see 3.10 of [23])
that ip projects via Q(T)q to a basis of £?(//,(ßA"; Z//?)). Let Vbe the image

of »p in Q (L ® Z/p) under s.
Part III. Properties of the basis V. Again, we need only prove the

properties for the case G = Ap since they will still be valid when we pass to

Ap(l) coefficients. So, again, as in Part II, we will work with A^ coefficients.

Let

Ys (t) = the element in yV which is dual to Bp\

Zs(t) = the image of Ys(t) in V,

U = [Zs(t)}, and U' = [Qx). When we pass to Ap(\) coefficients in Part

IV we will modify V by replacing the subset U by U'. So we wish to know

something of the relation between U and U.

First of all, there is a natural 1-1 correspondence between the elements of

U and U'. We deduce this by establishing, in turn, 1-1 correspondences

between A and B (using 4.4), Â and Ê, xi and ip, and finally U and U'. Next

reindex the elements of U' as Qx, Q2, . . . , Qk, where \QX\ < |ß2|

< * • ' < 10*1- Reindex the elements of U as Zx,Z2,...,Zk by the
convention that Zn corresponds to Q„. Then, when we expand Qn in terms of

the basis V, we have the following result.

Lemma 7.7. The coefficient of Z„ in Q„ is a power of vx, while for i > n the

coefficient of Z¡ in Qn is trivial.
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We prove 7.7 by reducingto a result in BPJ(tiX; Ap). First, uC u D is a

basis of 5P„(BX; Ap) since $ projects to a basis of Q (//„.(BX; Z/p)), while

/> projects to a basis of the decomposable elements in //„.(BA-; Z/p).

Secondly, the map s: £P*(BX; Ap)-*Q(L®Z/p) can be redefined as

follows. If y = 2 a, Y i + "Ecojdj is the expansion of Y in terms of \p U D, then

s(y) = 2a,Z;. Thirdly, by the definition of Qx, we have that s(Xp) = Qx for

each X G xi- Thus, to prove 7.7, it will suffice to show that when we expand

Xp in terms of uV u D then

Lemma 7.8. The coefficient of Ys(t) in Xp is vp' if X = Xs(t) and trivial if

X*Xs(t)and\Xp\<\Xs(ty\.

This follows from 6.2. Take the basis u/ u D of BP+(QX; Ap) and pick a set

of elements in BP*(QX; Ap) which have a Kronecker pairing with the set

\p U D. Pick a given j and t. Now Bf' cannot necessarily be chosen as the

element dual to Ys(t) since Bf' may be nonzero when evaluated on the

elements of D. However, 6.2 ensures that this does not happen in dimensions

< |Xf(/y|. Furthermore, we can restrict our attention to these dimensions

when proving 7.8 for the given s and t. Thus we can assume that Bf' is the

element chosen as the dual to Ys(t). Then, by dualizing 6.2, we obtain 7.8.

Part IV. Modification of the basis V. We now pass to Ap(l) coefficients

and work with these coefficients throughout Part IV. We wish to show that

the set V obtained through replacing U by U' is a Ap(l) basis of Q(L®

Z/p). To do this we need only show that the elements of V can be written in

terms of the elements from V. Thus, without loss of generality, we can

assume that U = V and U' = V. And then, by 7.7, when we form the k X k

matrix A = (a0), where a0 is the coefficient of Z, in Qp our matrix will be of

the form

* • • • *

* • • • *

»,*

Since u, is invertible in A^l), A is invertible, and hence U' can be written in

terms of U.

8. Proofs of the remaining theorems. In this section we prove Theorems

1.2-1.4.
I. Proof of Theorem 1.2. The first part of 1.2 is deduced as follows. By

2.2(c) and (f), Z/*(Ar; Q) is commutative (associative) if, and only if, BP+(X;

A =

i?,    *

O
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Ao(l)) is commutative (associative). By 2.2(e) and the fact that BP^(X; A(l))

is torsion free, BP¡(X; A^l)) is commutative (associative) if, and only if

BP+(X; A(l)) is commutative (associative).

For the second part of 1.2 observe that by the argument in §7 (in particular,

see Reduction A) we have the identities

E0(BP*(X; A(l))) = £M = E2 = TorSF*(*;A(I))(A(l); A(l)).

Then, by the definition of B„ given in §3 it suffices to show that

ToTBP*(nx'Am)(A(l); A(l)) is generated by the elements with external degree 1.

But this follows from a minor variation of the argument given in §7. For

Lemma 7.3 implies that H(K„ ® L„ ® Z/p) is an exterior algebra generated

by the elements with external degree 1. Thus the Bockstein spectral sequence

collapses and H(Kn ® Ln) is generated by the elements with external degree

1. But

ToTBP^axMl)\A(l); A(l)) = Um H(K„ ® L„).

This follows from 7.1 plus the fact (see 2.2 and 3.1 of [17]) that H*(X; Q) an

exterior algebra implies that x3 = <f>- Thus TorBJ,*(0A':A(,))(A(l); A(l)) is

generated by the elements with external degree 1.

II. Proof of Theorem 1.3. The canonical inclusion A-»B enables us to

define MU*(X; B(l)) by the rule

MU*(X; B(l)) = Z?P,(A-; A(l)) ®A(I)B(1).

Theorem 1.3 now follows from Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.

III. Proof of Theorem 1.4. We can pick polynomial generators of B =

Qp[tx, t2,...] such that the Todd genus Td: ß -+ Qp is defined by Td(ts) = 1

for all s. Further, the nondecomposable vx is one of these generators (vx is the

cobordism class of the complex manifold CPp~1). The Conner-Floyd

isomorphism asserts that K+(X) ® Qp = (MU„(X) ® Qp) ®aQp, where Qp is

considered as a B module via the Todd genus. The Todd genus can be

extended to Td': tt(l)->Qp by the rule that Td'(\/vx) = 1. Then the

Conner-Floyd isomorphism can be rewritten as K^(X) ® Qp = MU+(X;

B(l)) ®ümQp, and 1.4 follows from 1.3.

This proof of 1.4 also explains why we only localized with respect to vx

when proving 1.1. For, in view of the rather complicated arguments given in

§7, it might be thought that a simpler proof could be obtained if we localized

with respect to more vs for s > 1. However, the Todd genus has the property

that Td(Vs) = 0 for s > 1. Hence, any results obtained by localizing with

respect to o, for any s > 1 cannot be pushed down into ÄT-theory. And the

ZT-theory results are our main interest.
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